Abstract. In this paper, we prove the existence of the adjacent vertex distinguishing total coloring of line graph of Fan graph n
Introduction
Throughout this paper, we consider finite, simple, connected and undirected graph )) ( ), . AVDTC of tensor product of graphs are discussed in litrature [6, 7] . (2,1)-total labelling of cactus graphs and adjacent vertex distinguishing edge colouring of cactus graphs are discussed in literature [3, 4] . Throughout the paper, we denote the path graph, cycle graph, complete graph, star graph, sun let, fan graph, double star and friendship graph by n P , n C , n K , A total k -coloring of the graph G is adjacent vertex distinguishing, if a 
is obtained from the star 
Adjacent Vertex Distinguishing Total Coloring of Line and Splitting Graph of Some Graphs
Proof: The friendship graph n F can be constructed by joining n copies of the cycle graph 3 C with a common vertex say v . Thus, the vertex set and edge set are
Proposition 1.4. The complete graph n K admits AVDTC and
be the vertices of complete graph
We observe that these graphs are admits the adjacent vertex distinguishing total coloring conjecture. Next, we discuss the line graph of these graphs admits AVDTC conjecture. 
AVDTC of line graph
1 − ≤ ≤ + n i for y v v i i i .               ∪         − i n i i n i n y x F L V ∪ ∪ 1 1 = 1 = = )] ( [ Hence 1 2 |= )) ( ( | − n F L V n and 2 8 5 |= )) ( ( | 2 − + n n F L E n . Note that } , , , { 2 1 n x x x ⋯ forms the complete graph n K with n vertices. Now we define } , {1,2, )) ( ( )) ( ( : k F L E F L V f n n ⋯ → ∪
Case-2.
When n is odd.
Hence Line graph of fan graph admits AVDTC.
Hence the theorem. 
forms the complete graph n K with n vertices. Now we define 
Hence the Line graph of double star admits AVDTC. 
Clearly, the color classes of any two adjacent vertices are different.
The color classes of any two adjacent vertices are different. 
